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Tony Soprano, meet Stephanie Plum.From USA Today Bestselling Author Gina LaMannaTo try a

Lacey Luzzi book for free, please sign up for Gina's newsletter at

www.ginalamanna.com-------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Violet

Society. Are you ready?When Lacey, Meg, and The Family find themselves buckled into airplane

seats and jetting across the Atlantic Ocean, itâ€™s not a sit back, relax, and enjoy the ride sort of

flight. Between Megâ€™s new diet, Laceyâ€™s feverish wedding nightmares, and an unwanted

stowaway, the gangâ€™s first trip out of the country promises to be one chaotic disaster.As the

wheels touch down in Milan, Lacey Luzzi Security Services are back in business in a serious way.

The Violet Society, a group of elite, uber-stealthy criminals, have come out of hidingâ€”and

Laceyâ€™s tasked with finding them. As if gelaterias and house wines arenâ€™t enough of a

distraction, Anthony is swept away by secret business, Carlos uncovers a friend from his past, and

Noraâ€™s convinced sheâ€™s got a new grandbaby.Despite all this, if Lacey canâ€™t put a stop to

the thefts, her client will be out millions of dollars. Even worse? If The Violet Society finds her first,

sheâ€™ll have a lot more to worry about than a few missing jewels.** **  Lacey Luzzi: Suckered is a

full-length, humorous cozy mystery with a strong female protagonist in the spirit of Janet

Evanovichâ€™s Stephanie Plum, albeit one working for the wrong side of the lawâ€¦ Note: This book

can be read as a standalone, though it is part of a larger series and not all plot lines are resolved in

a single book. It is rated a strong PG-13 for sarcasm and mild language. No graphic gore or sex.
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Gina LaManna does it again Suckered is a perfect blend of comedy, mystery, romance. In this book

the gang heads to Italy for fashion week in Milan. Big surprises await Lacey and Anthony. While on

the case of a jewel thief they meet a couple of new characters, Alessandra and Beckett, absolutely

love these characters! Beckett is charming, definitely swoon worthy ! Alessandra is beautiful,

mysterious, very impressive! The thing that had me laughing so hard was the antics with yet another

character, well sort of character, Baby Arnold. He is only one of the surprises for Lacey and

Anthony. How Gina LaManna comes up with these story lines I have no idea but her stories always

make me laugh and smile. I highly recommend this series to anyone who loves mystery and

romance with a lot of laughs. If I could be any story character I would want to be Lacey. She has the

most exciting life plus I would get Anthony. As the series goes on the stories just keep getting better.

If you haven't read the Lacey Luzzi series I would suggest you read it from the beginning so you can

get to know the characters and watch as they develop. You can read Suckered as a stand alone but

you would miss out on all the fun from the previous novels. Anyhow I highly recommend you read

this book it is a absolutely perfectðŸ˜•Oh yeah, Congratulations to Lacey and AnthonyðŸ’œ

ðŸŒ ðŸŒ ðŸŒ ðŸŒ ðŸŒ 

Another great book in the Lacey Luzzi series! Gina LaManna does not disappoint. This time Lacey

and the gang to Italy to work a job and the family goes too. Anthony even goes because of some

family business. Carlos finds an old friend and Nora is playing great grandma with a doll (that the

school gave them for a health class) the twins snuck into Lacey's luggage. Lacey is tasked in trying

to find out who is stealing jewels as well as protect her client from being robbed. Plus, a magician

says he is her partner and going to help her. The characters are all unique, humorous, and work

well together. The mystery is interesting and exciting.

I live this series! We'll written, hilarious and always a good mystery plus a little love/romance.This

time Lacey Luzzi Enterprises take their first international security case, and she's brought her entire



team, plus her grandparents. Lizabeth has rehired Lacey to do security for fashion week in Milan. As

usual, things don't go smoothly. But they get the job done. There are several new characters

introduced, who I hope we see in future books.

I have read all the books in this series. I thoroughly enjoy reading these books. You will laugh and

be sad with Lacey. I like all the characters in the series. They have a realistic and believable story

on love, friendship and family. When I start a new book I cannot put them down. Read this series

but READ them in order. So happy how this book ended. Can hardly wait u til next one comes out.

Lacey and the gang travel to Italy to uncover a jewelry thief, a secret society, and Anthony's past.

We learn a lot about Anthony's childhood in this book and we meet a member of his family, it's nice

to see these characters grow and get a little more back story. Lacey, Meg, and Clay are up to the

usual crazy hijinks, and then there's baby Arnold! I guess you just gotta read the book, the end was

Awesome!

By now, we all know Lacey gets deep into trouble before she gets out of it. Am I wrong? I think not

as evidenced by this one conversation between Lacey and Meg:I sighed. â€œSomeone broke into

my room last night.â€•â€œOkay,â€• she said patiently. â€œSomething new? Because that happens to

you all the time.â€•See? Right there shows a level of skill to get into so much trouble, a break in is a

regular occurrence. But, in Lacey Luzzi style, she finds her way out of it with some help from the

Family and friends.There are a few major plot spoilers I would really love to talk about, but I truly

detest those who feel it's perfectly okay to spoil a book for other in the reviews. So, on that note,

please buy this book and enjoy it! When your done, drop me an email and we can talk about it and

some of the wonderfulness yet to come! I have predictions already and sometimes they actually

happen!!!

I LOVED it. Left me with a huge smile on my face and tears in my eyes. I have followed Lacey from

the beginning and this series just keeps getting better and better. Many twists and turns

interspersed with laughs, gasps, tears and the silly banter we've come to expect from Lacey and

Meg. I love seeing a maturing Lacey who is coming into herself professionally while still keeping up

the goofiness that she is well known for. I can't say enough good things about this series and this

author. Her writing makes me happy!! Can't wait for #9!!!!



I'm so incredibly happy with this book. I can't wait for the next Luzzi adventure. Thank you, Gina

LaManna, for such a light hearted, funny, charming series! I could not put it down. This is by far my

favorite in the series! I just made a huge move, still don't have a home and I needed something to

take my mind away from all the stress and anxiety. I will miss the Luzzi clan. I'll go visit Scarlett as I

wait for Jinx and Tonic and the next Luzzi book. Have fun in Italy.
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